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Nurture curiosity and encourage an understanding
of nature with the Mini Beast Farm. The child-
friendly, acrylic panels make it easy to monitor the
activity of bugs and other insects housing within
the farm. Soil not included.
Dimension - W900mm x D600mm x H900mm

Outdoor Mini Beast farm

https://www.inspirationalgroup.co.uk/millhouse/outdoors/mini-beast-farm/
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We'll pay for you or your sustainability lead to complete
your Level 4 - Developing Sustainability in the Early
Years Course. This is an accredited course by the
London Early Years Foundation and NCFE Cache is the
awarding body that will issue you with a certificate
when you have completed the programme. 

Fully Funded Level 4 - Sustainability
in the Early Years Course

https://connectchildcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Level-4-Developing-Sustainability-in-the-Early-Years-Course-Guide.pdf
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Take your setting online and reduce your carbon
footprint. Set up and use Connect Childcare package
for 3 months - completely Free of Charge. If you already
use Connect Childcare - we will deduct your bill!

Free use of Connect Childcare Full
Package for 3 months

https://connectchildcare.com/
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Choose between a free website, a photoshoot or a
marketing audit and consultation from Childcare
Marketing

Your choice of prize from
Childcare Marketing

https://www.childcaremarketing.co.uk/
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Membership will give you access to the complete
contents of this Echo Wheel website, allowing you
to access a host of structured content, support
and guidance that we believe provides useful
direction on your eco journey.

1 year annual membership for
an individual setting to the
Early Years Echo Wheel website

https://ecowheel.org/
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A practical guide by Cheryl Hadland. Cheryl’s book
offers a comprehensive guide to becoming a more
eco-friendly setting, from small steps that can be
taken to reduce waste and improve efficiency to
setting up partnerships. 

Paperback book: Creating an
eco-friendly early years setting

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Creating-Eco-Friendly-Early-Years-Setting/dp/1138333700


Read more

 June O'Sullivan and Nick Corlett bring their
expertise from the London Early Years Foundation
to this must-have collection of inspiring,
sustainability-focused activities. 

Paperback book: 50 Fantastic
Ideas for Sustainability

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Fantastic-Ideas-Sustainability-June-OSullivan/dp/1472984129

